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As China continues to rise on the international scene, competition between the

United States (U.S.) and China becomes increasingly intense. This is true not only from

a traditional military perspective between an existing hegemonic state and an emerging

nation, but also for the struggle that results as China strives to become a global

economic power. The competition has become more obvious recently due to a global

economic recession and enormous fluctuations in natural resource commodity pricing

over the past twelve months. Given this dynamic, China will progressively seek to

become a global economic competitor to the U.S., which will become increasingly

evident as it strives to secure energy resources and build strategic economic alliances.

This paper will provide an in-depth examination of the recent economic

maneuvers by China to secure necessary natural resource markets in order to ensure

continued economic, military, and political ascendancy. Additionally, this thesis will

examine the strategic relationships that China is securing in order to expand its

international influence and legitimize its position as a global economic power.



After drawing conclusions, this paper will culminate with recommendations on

how the U.S. must engage China, ensuring that its rise will not threaten U.S. national

security interests.



ECONOMIC COLLSION: COMPETITION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND
CHINA

As the People’s Republic of China (PRC) continues to rise on the international

scene, competition between the United States (U.S.) and China becomes increasingly

intense. This is true not only from a traditional military perspective between an existing

hegemonic state and an emerging nation, but also from an economic perspective as

China strives to become a global economic power. The competition for global

recognition has become more obvious recently due to a worldwide economic recession

and enormous fluctuations in natural resource commodity pricing over the past twelve

months. Given this dynamic, China will progressively seek to develop itself as a global

economic competitor to the U.S., and this will become increasingly evident as Beijing

strives to secure energy resources and build strategic economic alliances. A proactive

approach by the U.S. as China executes this strategy may allow a relatively stable

relationship to continue and could potentially benefit not only the U.S., but also the

greater international community.

This paper will provide an in-depth examination of the recent economic and

diplomatic maneuvers by the PRC to secure necessary natural resource markets, while

fulfilling its national interests, in order to ensure continued economic, military, and

political ascendancy. After examining the strategic relationships that China is securing

to expand its international influence and legitimize its position as a global economic

power, this piece will culminate with recommendations on how Washington must

engage Beijing, ensuring that its rise will not threaten U.S. national security interests.
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Background

China has overwhelmed the world economic scene with an average annual

growth of nearly 9.5 percent. With an economy ranked third only behind the U.S. and

Germany, China’s economic output, if it continues at this pace, could exceed that of the

U.S.’s by the year 2030 according to economic analysts.1 Despite the ongoing global

recession, China’s GDP growth rate was 9.4 percent in 2008, which is a significantly

strong amount, but still less than the 2007 high of 12.6 percent. Although forecasts for

2009 predict further decline due to waning export demands, economists’ outlook for the

PRC remains optimistic due to its tighter governmental production and consumption

controls in comparison to other international economic systems.2

With China’s rising economic status comes an increasing demand for natural

resources. China became dependent upon international sources of raw materials and

energy supplies in 1996, due to its robust trade and industry growth. For example,

China is second only to the U.S. as the largest importer of petroleum, a statistic that

eluded all analytical predictions and has been the suspected cause of volatile oil pricing

over the past twelve months.3 The World Trade Organization’s (WTO) annual

International Trade Statistics report detailed an 18 percent growth in Chinese fuel

imports through 2007.4 China’s ongoing quest for access to oil and other raw materials,

along with establishing a diversified supply chain, is critical for its global economic

ascent.5

However, China’s economic rise, coupled with a proportional quest for resources,

is causing anxiety in some domestic and international circles, and the result is

competing national interests between the U.S. and China. Historically, rising powers are

less of a direct threat to existing global leaders when the competing countries share
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historical, cultural and political connections, but the U.S. and China have very little

commonality on these three fronts. 6 Additionally, China’s closed, communist society

magnifies concerns about its intentions and overall effects on the global economic

scene as Beijing continues to break from Mao TseTung’s philosophy of societal self-

sufficiency.7 A China burgeoning as an economic superpower gives Beijing political

influence on the international stage, but also enables it to become a potential military

threat to the world.8 This paper will explore two key areas of probable competition,

Energy Resource Access and Strategic Alliance Building, each of which is likely to

heighten the contention between the U.S. and China, while China continues its

economic ascent.

Energy Resource Competition

Access to Natural Resource Markets

As previously stated, gaining access to natural resource markets is a necessity in

order to stimulate the economies of both the U.S. and China. Since becoming resource

dependent, China is aggressively seeking new markets for its export driven society. In

doing so, it has offered resource rich countries lucrative trade agreements in order to

gain access to energy supplies. Much of this access is in developing countries, thus

China directs its trade policies toward lowering trade tariff barriers for emergent nations,

particularly on oil imports. Many of these emerging states are rich in natural resources

making it advantageous for China to build energy infrastructure and secure lucrative

mining contracts. Despite the fact that China joined the WTO in 2001, many of Beijing’s

actions have taken place outside the auspices of WTO practices.9
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In spite of its emerging nation status, China is investing heavily in other

economies, and in a much more progressive manner than other nations of equal status.

China’s energy strategy is both opportunistic in developing trade relationships to

achieve this goal as well as pro-active in investing in overseas natural resource based

markets. Having greater currency reserves on hand during the current global economic

downturn, the PRC is securing energy deals with cash strapped nations. In the span of

the third week of February 2009 alone, China signed energy deals with Russia’s

struggling state-owned oil companies, Transneft and Rosneft, loaned Brazil $10 billion

in exchange for oil, and renewed existing contracts while simultaneously raising its

stake in joint Chinese/Venezuelan energy investment agreements by an additional $6

billion.10

In 2007, twenty-five percent of China’s oil imports originated from Africa. In

particular, exports to Africa included “commercial services”, which according to the

WTO, encompasses construction and investment in electrical power plants, oil

pipelines, housing and various other projects supporting energy infrastructure and

development. In an effort to diversify and secure new energy sources, China

concentrates its Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) primarily toward the fossil fuel sector.

Moreover, Beijing targets its investments regionally, for instance, seeking out countries

encompassing the resource rich Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). Exports

from the CIS region to China, mostly in the form of oil and natural gas, increased by 41

percent between 2000 and 2007. 11 According to an article in Peoples’ Daily Online, the

Chinese government promotes a “Go Out” strategy, encouraging “competent

enterprises to invest in or run businesses in overseas markets”, to include the CIS.12 In
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2005, China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) acquired former Canadian oil

company, Petro-Kazakhstan, whose primary focus is oil exploration in Kazakhstan.13

Chinese FDI, however, may be troublesome in countries that support autocratic

regimes, and accordingly this paper will explore China’s “no strings attached”

investment and infrastructure strategy later in the Strategic Alliance section.14

Transnational Corporations (TNC) target resource rich countries that are

predominately involved in the advancement of exploration activities and infrastructure

development. Although U.S. and European Union (EU) TNCs are widespread, firms

from developing nations are more frequently finding themselves vying for these lucrative

contracts. Chinese TNCs are competing more consistently, but some may argue they

are not competing on a level playing field. In 2004, three of the top five Asian

companies that secured international energy contracts were state-owned.15 The

Chinese government provides significant subsidies to state-owned oil conglomerates in

order to satisfy domestic demand, giving them an economic edge in contractual

competition over private sector companies.16 Chinese state-owned CNPC has

purchased assets in Sudan, Iraq and Afghanistan. Likewise, China National Offshore Oil

Corporation secured contracts over Unocal in Australia. Private western corporations

increasingly complain that it is difficult to compete with state subsidized companies in oil

exploration and development projects.17

China uses an additional tool to incorporate oil-producing states into its energy

strategy: integrated packages of aid. According to analysts, China is one of the largest

bilateral aid donors in many regions. China offers foreign assistance to nations in the

form of loans, debt forgiveness, trade partnerships and investment agreements.18 This
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“trade for aid” relationship, however, is not a new approach, but a traditional incentive

also used by the U.S., Japan and EU members to attract trade relationships.19 China,

however, is more selective and offers assistance in the form of loans more frequently

directed toward resource rich regions and infrastructure supporting the energy sector,

not directly aimed at African nations as a whole. From data supplied through 2006,

analysts report that 80 percent of Chinese loans to Africa were a combination of cheap

concessional and non-concessional loans directed toward the energy reserve rich

countries of Angola, Nigeria, Mozambique, Sudan and Zimbabwe and not equally

distributed throughout the continent.20

National Security Interests

Resource competition between the U.S. and China produces national security

concerns. Both countries understand the vulnerabilities that come with being a net

importer of energy resources, and they view each other as competitors that constitute a

potential threat to their energy security.21 Consequently, both nations are increasingly

placing greater emphasis on securing strategic petroleum reserves and writing national

energy policies, but these policies are at best in their infancy stages. China indicates

that it will turn to its strategic stockpile to mitigate the potentially damaging effects of

increased global commodity pricing on state-owned oil company profits.22 A large

supply disruption caused by a natural disaster, crisis scenario, or simply another volatile

spike in commodity pricing could exacerbate resource competition between Washington

and Beijing.

The potential of an asymmetric attack on commodity markets by China is another

area of speculative concern to U.S. national security analysts. The presumption is that
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the PRC could potentially cause a systemic economic crisis in the United States through

commodity market manipulation. The Asian financial crisis, and more recently the U.S.

and global recessions, illustrate how interconnected the international markets have

become and how financial crises and panic can spread internationally. Cynics surmise

that enormous amounts of capital would be necessary for such a result, and that

commodity markets are too large and diverse to be affected.23 However, market

forecasters as well as lawmakers question whether oil prices peaking near one-

hundred-fifty dollars per barrel in the summer of 2008 was a result of increased demand

from the emerging economies of India and China, or foreign commodity market

manipulation.

Washington and Beijing are both apprehensive about the vulnerabilities

associated with the transportation of energy resources and open Sea Lanes of

Communication. China has several territorial disputes with Japan, the major U.S. ally in

the Pacific region. One unresolved issue is the proper demarcation of Exclusive

Economic Zones in the East China Sea, where potentially untapped oil and gas

reserves exist. Simultaneous development by Japan and China of oil deposits in the

East China Sea has the potential to become more contentious during the exploration

and extraction process as resources become more costly or scarce.24 Eleven percent of

Chinese oil imports from Russia must traverse through the Malacca Strait. Because the

strait is a natural chokepoint, many countries, including China much to its discomfort,

must rely on a U.S. Naval presence to ensure safe and unobstructed passage. As a

result, Beijing is researching alternative overland delivery routes in an effort to become

less reliant upon, or less vulnerable to, a relationship with the U.S. military.25 The South
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China Sea also holds an important resource-shipping route between East Asia,

Southwest Asia and Middle East resource rich suppliers. The resulting anxiety of

sovereignty over these waterways is a potential source of contention in U.S.-Chinese

relations.

Energy as a Weapon

With both the PRC and the U.S.’s national security interests so heavily

dependent on ample access to and diversity of energy resource supplies, the idea of

energy as a weapon, both literally and figuratively, is not beyond reason. Since the Cold

War, arms sales relationships have adjusted with changing military and political

objectives. Consequently, as new economies continue to emerge, economic

circumstances are becoming an important objective for engagement in arms

agreements.26 China has a history of engaging in arms exports, primarily in the form of

updating inventory in older generation small arms and light weaponry to Iran, Libya,

Sudan, Burma, North Korea, Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia.27 Many of the trade deals

China engages in are not of significant dollar value or mere profit, but instead represent

efforts to gain political advantage and secure resource equity. From a diplomatic

standpoint, China engages in arms deals to enhance its international political status and

to increase its maneuverability to secure natural resources.28 Beijing is so adamant on

securing energy deals that it goes against international norms and places its national

interests above the greater expectations of global stability and security. Oil deals in

exchange for weaponry, military hardware, and weapons equipment technology

motivate China’s continued arm sales to rogue regimes in Africa. Most unsettling is the

PRC’s involvement in conflict areas like Sudan. China’s arms sales exacerbate and
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potentially slow any form of resolution in the ongoing humanitarian crisis in Darfur and is

of great concern and focus not only to the United Nations (UN) but also to the greater

international community.29

The concern over China’s willingness to secure energy deals and be involved

with states that sponsor terror organizations, or are hostile to U.S. national interests, is

growing as the U.S. prosecutes Overseas Contingency Operations. China’s burgeoning

energy consumption has pushed Beijing into economic relationships with regimes that

are state sponsors of terrorism, a case in point being its relationship with Iran. China

maintains close bilateral relations with Iran, despite its outright hostility to the West and

Tehran being the target of U.S. and UN sanctions. The Chinese state sponsored oil

companies have taken an opportunistic approach by taking advantage of the

abovementioned sanctions and have secured oil contracts where a Western void for

demand has taken place.30 As Iran’s largest oil and gas importer, China’s energy deals

have totaled over $120 billion. Yet again defying diplomatic efforts on behalf of the U.S.,

the UN, and the EU to halt Iran’s nuclear program, China, in 2004, signed its largest

energy deal with Iran and threatened to block any UN Security Council action against

the hostile country.31 In another display of defiant behavior, CNPC replaced U.S.

Occidental Petroleum in an oil pipeline project within Sudan after the U.S. Congress

banned businesses dealing with countries that sponsor terrorism. Although the PRC has

taken some steps to discourage genocidal activities in the Darfur region, it has not

restrained itself or its state-owned oil companies from investing in and securing energy

deals.32
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STRATEGIC ALLIANCE COMPETITION

Tools of Diplomacy

Economic competition between the U.S. and China is not limited to the areas of

energy source diversity and security. China’s diplomatic objectives and foreign policy

initiatives also frequently compete with those of the U.S. to build strategic relationships

meant to foster and nurture bilateral associations and economic alliances. While China

is expanding its global influence and accelerating its rise, emerging nations are not only

taking notice, but also seeking the advantage of China’s interconnectedness between

diplomatic goals, economic generosity, and a more accommodating foreign policy. All

the while, the PRC is reaching its national aspirations of expanding export markets,

securing natural resources, and building strategic alliances as it ascends onto the

international scene.33

China is becoming more involved in cooperative forums and bilateral and

multilateral agreements in an effort to expand its international outreach and flex its

global influence. These relationships regularly promote international economic

opportunity, often in areas untapped by Washington diplomats or considered to be

politically dangerous or not worth the risk. China has both invested in, and formed

alliances with, the Asia-Pacific region through its participation in the Association of

Southeast Asian Nations, more commonly referred to by its acronym ASEAN. Through

its involvement, China has become one of the largest trading partners and investors in

neighboring Asian countries. For example, in 2004 Chinese trade among Asian nations

grew over 30%. China has used trade and monetary tools through inter-Asian trade

agreements to not only reap rewards economically, but also to further its goal of
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isolating Taiwan diplomatically from sovereign recognition throughout the rest of the

region. 34

At the 2006 China-Arab Cooperation Forum, Arab countries and the PRC

committed in excess of $100 billion, spending earmarked for the next several years, to

expand trade volume in the Middle East. From this cooperative forum, noticeably devoid

of Western involvement, three central themes emerged from the negotiations:

contracting for resource infrastructure, expanding natural resources sectors, and

increasing trade partnerships, all goals designed to ensure the continuation of rapid

growth for China. In addition, discussions often enhanced China’s opportunities for

additional cooperation in counterterrorism, security, technology, aid and cultural

exchanges.35 Analysts predict that China’s involvement in the Middle East will

increasingly be in direct competition with the U.S. as Beijing looks to build additional

alliances, work cooperatively with Arab nations, and offer an alternative to relations with

the U.S. and the West. Beijing’s diplomatic labors to build relationships in the Middle

East are a component of its economic expansion strategy to not only secure oil

contracts, but also establish closer political ties that could later result in forging military

alliances.36

Expansion of Influence

The global expansion of Chinese energy investments translates into increased

political influence. By literally writing a check for goodwill, China declared 2006 the

“Year of Africa” and wrote off over $1 billion of African debt. As a result, Beijing realized

unimpeded access to African energy markets by funding billions of dollars for energy

infrastructure projects. These investments further expanded export markets and closer
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economic and diplomatic ties with energy-rich African regions. Economic agreements

designed to endear African nations could translate into increased global political

influence as African states with over 50 votes represent one quarter of the United

Nations (UN) General Assembly.37 China’s UN participation, for the most part, has been

constructive and has resulted in great contributions to UN-sponsored peacekeeping

missions, construction projects, and business forums around the globe. However, when

past sanctions imposed by the UN Security Council collided with Chinese national

interests, specifically economic policies, China failed to give its support, posing a

potential detriment to world order. Examples, as previously mentioned, are China’s

involvement with Sudan and Iran. Another case in point is Beijing’s relationship with

Tehran, which strengthened when China supported Iran in the face of escalating UN

sanctioning over Iran’s nuclear weapons programs. Tehran, soon after, commended

China by awarding a Chinese oil company, Sinopec, sole rights to develop the Iranian

Yadavaran oil fields.38

China’s position in the WTO is a continuing object of debate considering the

competition between the U.S. and China. From their initial admittance into the

international organization late in 2001, China’s categorization of being either a

“developing” or a “developed” country caused dispute between Washington and Beijing.

China fought for categorization as a “developing” country to retain special conditions

and exemptions not afforded “developed” countries while the U.S. felt China to be a

“developed” nation.39 Since China’s entrance, there have been ongoing formalized

challenges by other WTO members disputing China’s status and subsequent

commitments made by China due to its categorization. Existing and new member
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countries have leveraged their memberships to lodge complaints over China’s myriad

abuses with respect to intellectual property rights, trade practices, exchange rates, and

environmental exploitation, to name just a few. 40 Nevertheless, most financial experts

agree that China’s membership and involvement in the WTO is beneficial not only to

their economy, but also to the greater world economy, as China’s admittance to the

prestigious institution tied the world’s largest population into the global economy.41

Since 2001, according to the most recent WTO International Trade Statistic Report,

China has quadrupled its exports and tripled its imports, reaching an overall trade

surplus of $262 billion by 2007. Arguably, China’s inclusion in the world economic fold

initially brought commodity pricing out of an extended pricing slump as well. Beijing’s

effort to gain a perceived economic edge may be counter to China’s full implementation

of WTO commitments. However, leveling the playing field by eliminating unsavory trade

and economic actions that distort global markets and implementing China fully into

WTO obligations remain goals of the U.S. as it engages China on fiscal policy. In spite

of this, most economists agree that the WTO would be a less effective international

body without the inclusion of China due to its ranking as the third largest national

economy.42

Risks Accepted

In furthering its economic and strategic influence, China has expanded its

authority among developed nations, particularly in the West. Beijing has also spread its

influence by creating economic dependencies among developing and third world

nations. China appears willing to accept risks in order to gain alliances and partnerships

while realizing its soft power without strings attached. This resulting direct competition,
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and the cultivation of relationships without preconditions, counters the requirements of

some Western associations. Beijing is actively marketing itself to the world as an

alternative global economic power and potential ally. With the U.S.’s international image

dually tarnished as two unpopular wars are raging in Iraq and Afghanistan, and a U.S.

recession continues, China is seeking to build relationships where it perceives the

existence of weakness in U.S. relations. An articulated pillar in China’s diplomatic policy

known as the “Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence” is the standard of non-

interference in other countries’ domestic affairs. China’s risky economic diplomacy,

perceived by Beijing to be vital in creating new economic opportunities, is spreading to

regions untouched or considered too precarious for U.S. involvement. During the 2008

World Trade Organization’s Doha Round negotiations, China was more assertive of its

own economic interests, exhibiting little consideration for the WTO’s goals of

macroeconomic reforms, promoting equity, transparency, government accountability,

environmental protection, and human rights throughout the developing world.43

In general, China loathes participating in multilateral efforts that criticize or

sanction another nation’s egregious behavior.44 Consider once again Africa, a region

China demonstrates worth investing in despite elevated risks of instability. Beijing

involves itself in failed or failing states in order to gain access to natural resources as

previously detailed. Chinese “petro-dollars” continue to finance local corrupt regimes,

like Omar al-Bashir’s in Sudan and Robert Mugabe’s in Zimbabwe. These governments

historically do not invest resource monies back into strengthening their nation, building

good governance or rebuilding necessary infrastructure, but rather prolonging civil war

and financing belligerent militia group agendas. Because seven percent of China’s oil
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imports come from the war torn region of Darfur, the PRC egregiously conveys

intentions to veto any U.N. sanctions against the region to protect its oil interests.45

By its demonstrated willingness to pay bribes throughout Africa, some may argue

that Beijing courts economic partners by providing an alternative to the West with less

involvement in internal sovereign affairs. The substitute to U.S. economic involvement is

one less morally, conditionally and bureaucratically controlled. Beijing’s leadership has

openly professed, according to the Council on Foreign Relations, that co-mingling

politics, especially progress in human rights and democracy measurements, with

economics is a violation of a state’s sovereignty.46 Many African leaders have shown an

affinity for the Chinese way of doing business, particularly in a post 9/11 environment,

as African leaders choose to distance themselves from U.S. policies concerning

Overseas Contingency Operations formerly referred to as the Global War on Terror.

Chinese fiscal and lending decision models base little on open market economic

practices but instead prefer authoritarian governmental controls. As a result, the

alternatives provided by the PRC’s economic influences come with terms that pose

impediments to strong economic growth or a reduction in local unemployment rates for

the host nation. Local African economies or labor forces have realized few economic

benefits from China’s investment outside of government pay offs. Many Chinese

contracts stipulate terms of employment retaining the services of 70% Chinese

immigrant employment over indigenous labor.47 African nations do not realize political or

social liberalization despite increased economic alliances and opportunities, however

exploitative, much in the same way China itself has been able to prevent those

domestic areas from reform. Despite critics and warnings, Chinese investment in Africa
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reached over $6 billion, and two-way trade increased five-fold to $50 billion in the seven

years leading up to 2007.48

Conclusion

There is no doubt that with China’s economic, technological and military ascent

comes the potential for a comprehensive global power shift. China’s persistence in

actively securing natural resources and building strategic alliances is, and will remain, a

source of direct economic competition to the U.S. for the near future. In sharing

similarities with the U.S. and other energy importing countries, China realizes the

continued vital interconnectedness between its economy and natural resource access.

As such, their continued access to, and diversity of, their energy sources will remain

major national security concerns for Beijing just as they are to Washington. Accordingly,

analysts expect that China will seek all opportunities to continue its quest for

diversification and expansion of its natural resource sector. The level of intensity and

aggressiveness the PRC utilizes to attain these goals is in question, and consequently

keeps U.S. national strategists watchful. Whether the PRC’s pursuit of a strong

economy is ultimately the means to become a global economic powerhouse or to further

itself as a superior military superpower remains to be seen, especially when keeping in

mind that a nation’s economy is the means that allows it to have the necessary

resources to supplant or strengthen its military might.49

What appears evident is that China’s quest for energy security and its forging of

economically beneficial, yet risky, strategic alliances will raise concerns about

international global order, cooperation, and interstate relations with the U.S. and other

Western countries in the near term.50 Of greatest concern to the U.S. in this scenario is

the potential for the burgeoning competition to escalate or progress into a military
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confrontation over resources, or access to them. In addition, China’s involvement with

rogue regimes in order to further its economic interests directly conflict with U.S. efforts

to ensure stability in the international security environment and to establish international

norms encouraging acceptable behavior. Dealing with the hot button global issues of

terrorism, weapons of mass destruction, and human rights violations poses particular

national security concerns.51

The Chinese leadership not only must consider incorporating aforementioned

strategies of continuing China’s economic rise into its foreign policy agenda, but they

must also regard its domestic priorities and implications as well. As the PRC gains

greater economic affluence, the country faces magnified concerns of economic

inequality, social issues associated with an aging population, regime survival and

political liberalization.52 China’s economic growth begs the question-- if China continues

to become more powerful, how can the U.S. and its allies engage Beijing to ensure that

its integration into the international scene is peaceful and beneficial to the prosperity,

stability and greater good of the global community. The following offers

recommendations on how the U.S. and the West can potentially engage China during

its emergence to ensure its respectability while gently directing Beijing to become a

responsible international player, and thus lessening the potential for aggressive pursuit

of its goals.

Recommendations

This student recommends pro-active engagement with Beijing diplomatically as

well as from an international economic partnership perspective. Negative interference

by the U.S. with China’s trade and industrial success, while they continue to rise, may

give the appearance of U.S. aggressive and defensive behavior. Therefore, the U.S.
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must view China’s emergence as a more powerful global player as a natural result of its

economic maturation. Additionally, Washington must capitalize on opportunities to

collaborate with China globally and through international, multi-lateral and cooperative

forums. This cooperation must focus on areas inside and outside the economic sphere,

while at the same time gently persuading Beijing to bear more international

responsibility and acknowledge its increased political clout. Beijing’s attitude of “non-

interference” has softened and can be witnessed in their recent involvement in the Six-

Party Talks and the supply of forces to United Nations/African Union peacekeeping

missions in Darfur. Capitalizing on these successes is the key to building a positive, less

competitive, and less paranoid relationship with China. Furthering common goals

through engagement on global issues, such as nuclear disarmament on the Korea

Peninsula or the humanitarian crisis in Darfur, are positive starting points that can lead

to further discussion on additional security concerns such as the proliferation of

Weapons of Mass Destruction, nuclear programs within rogue states, and conventional

weapons and military technology sales. The advancement of greater commonality and

positive cooperation through economic forums between the U.S. and China has the

potential to diminish possible military engagement.53

Under the sponsorship of the WTO, the U.S. in accord with other WTO member

nations must encourage China to play a more dynamic role in trade-law administration,

implementation and enforcement in order to promote transparency and adherence to

international norms in its own practices. As demonstrated during the recent global

economic downturn, economies are becoming increasingly interrelated and are similarly

affected by disturbances in international financial markets. Because of this greater
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global economic interdependence and increased participation in the WTO, China’s

continued strong economy can positively affect the U.S. economy as well. However,

Beijing feels that the WTO’s existing conventions, established by the traditional great

economic powers, are tailored negatively toward the national interests of developing

countries and more favorably to developed countries of the West. For China to be a

more active and responsible participant in the organization, the WTO must encourage

China’s sense of being an economic insider with a voice in global rule making.54

Similarly, Beijing’s continued regional involvement in ASEAN and the Asia Pacific

Economic Cooperation Organization will serve to benefit our allies looking for more

regional security and stability with their Chinese neighbor.55

On a positive note, which directly relates to energy competition, China has

agreed to participate in the Joint Oil Data Initiative, a round-table designed to alleviate

uncertainty among oil producers and consumers. China’s involvement in this group, to

include the G8+3 Energy Ministers, lends itself as an opportunity to encourage greater

disclosure from China on its oil demand, production and reserve statistics.

Participation may counter Beijing’s paranoia that binding commitments in these types of

forums will slow efforts to maintain its continued positive economic trajectory.56 Robert

Ebel, the chairman of the Energy Program at the Center for Strategic and International

Studies, believes that just like competition among private sector industry, competition

among states can be positive. U.S. and Chinese national interests align quite similarly

regarding the access and diversification of their energy supplies and the expansion of

strategic alliances. Energy security for both nations may lie in cooperation and not
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competition; exploring joint solutions to an increasingly global problem may diminish

competitive leanings and result in greater cooperation between the two governments.57

A China that is more economically stable and legitimately involved in the

international community is ultimately less of a threat to U.S. national interests and

becomes more accountable to their increased global standing.58
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